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REACH: Registration 2013
Practical Experience and Help
from those who have ‘Boldly Gone Before’!
The REACH Regulation (EC) No 1907/2006 requires
manufacturers and importers of substances of between
100 tonnes and 1000 per year to have registered those
substances by June 1st 2013.
This seminar will allow you to benefit from the experiences
of people already working with SIEFs, Consortia and data
gathering as well as giving you a reminder of your legal
requirements and hearing how many of the major issues
faced by industry have been addressed.
This seminar is aimed at saving you and your employer
time and effort by enabling you to prepare for the deadline
whilst helping you to avoid many of the pitfalls experienced
by your predecessors who have already gone through the
process for the 1000 tonne plus substances.
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Biographies
CHAIRMAN
Tony Bingham, AGB ChemicalCompliance
With a degree in Polymer Technology from Brunel University, Tony has worked within the
chemical industry for over 35 years. He started in R&D, moved into Technical Service and since
1989 has worked in the field of regulatory affairs specialising in both hazard communication
(SDS and supply labelling) and in regulatory compliance of food packaging materials, primarily
adhesives.
During his time in industry, Tony chaired a number of UK and European trade association
committees as well as participating in the HSE’s SCHIP group and other CIA and CEFIC
working groups involved with REACH and GHS. Tony has been a member of the CHCS Council
(formerly Steering Committee) since 2000.
Tony set up his own consultancy business, AGB ChemicalCompliance, at the end of 2010.

SPEAKERS
Dr Lindsay Peppin, HSE REACH Helpdesk
The REACH Helpdesk was set up in October 2006 and has earned itself a reputation for rapidly
providing pragmatic, tailored and sensible advice on the application of REACH. Its staff have a
range of expertise covering for example, chemistry, toxicology, risk management and
occupation hygiene. The majority of the Helpdesk personnel have a long experience of
regulating chemicals and are involved in the other REACH work areas, e.g., REACH Committee
members, dossier evaluation, restrictions, etc. With over 24,000 enquiries under their belt, there
are few areas of REACH that they have not touched upon.
Lindsay is one of the key helpdesk staff and represents the UK at the European forum for the
REACH & CLP Helpdesks from across the EU.
Dr Jo Lloyd, REACHReady
Jo was one of the key players in shaping REACH having led the UK Chemical Industries
Association’s technical input into the debate at the National and European level from 2000 until
2006. She has developed an in depth knowledge of the requirements for manufacturers,
importers and downstream users of chemicals be they substances, metals, intermediates,
monomers, polymers or articles.
Since its launch in early 2006, Jo has led the development of the technical arm of
REACHReady, a the subsidiary of the CIA, ensuring it maintains its high standards of quality of
advice either directly offered by their consultant team or via their approved REACHMatchmaker
service providers as well as being responsible for the development and delivery their events and
training and REACHStart and Reassurance consultancy programme. Jo is now the Director of
REACHReady.

David Hart ERT, Akzo Nobel Surface Chemistry
David has over 30 years experience in toxicology, he is a Chartered Biologist with a DIBT,
(Diploma from the Institute of Biology in Toxicology) a member of the Society of Biology and the
Royal Society of Chemistry and he is a member of the UK and European Registers of
Toxicologists (ERT). David is treasurer of the Royal Society of Chemistry Toxicology group and
a member of their EHSC Policy Group. He is also a member of the EFfCI (European Cosmetic
Ingredient Industry association) Toxicology working Group.
David started his career in ICI’s Central Toxicology laboratory where he worked on both
regulatory and research toxicology studies for 17 years where he gained an extensive
knowledge of toxicology before moving to a toxicology/regulatory role in the business and then
a corporate role concerning development of the ICI safety data sheet system.
David then left ICI in 1993 to work for a US specialty chemical company Morton International
where he had a European regulatory role in particular implementing their safety data sheet and
labelling systems and supporting new substance notifications.
David then moved to National Starch and Chemical, part of the ICI group, as a Product
Regulatory manager where he was responsible for regulatory and toxicology issues for 4
businesses involving primarily polymers for industrial and Personal Care applications. He
worked with FEICA on the development of RIP 3.2 guidance for REACH.
Following the takeover of ICI by AkzoNobel in 2008, David is now Toxicologist/Global Product
Regulatory Manager in their Surface Chemistry Business. He has global product regulatory
responsibility for the Personal Care sub business unit and has been fully involved in the 2010
REACH registrations for Surface Chemistry, which was lead company on 16 out of their 45
registrations. He is currently involved in the preparation some of their 50+, 2013 registrations.
David has a particular interest in the use of alternative non animal methods in Toxicology.
Dr Mike Elwood, Lonza Microbial Control
Mike has a PhD in organic chemistry and spent the early part of his career in R&D in ICI and its
daughter companies. Until recently he was with Arch Biocides in the role of Senior Regulatory
Manager but has transferred to Lonza on their purchase of the Arch business. He is responsible
for hazard communications and is the global REACH coordinator for the Arch businesses. In
this role he acts as OR for the various business units worldwide and advises on registration
strategy for product compliance.
His involvement in REACH goes back to the early Chemicals Policy white paper and RIP
projects. In 2010 he acted as Lead Registrant for 3 substances and is currently LR for 5
dossiers (at the latest count) for 2013. He has presented at various international conferences on
aspects of both REACH and classification and labelling.
Dr Helen Kean, Rio Tinto Minerals
Having completed her PhD at Bristol University in colloid and polymer chemistry, Helen went to
work for Borax Europe Limited (now Rio Tinto Minerals) in R&D. For the last seven years she
has been working within the Product Stewardship group. In her role she is responsible for
managing and co-ordinating changes required by classification and labelling, REACH and enduse legislation such as biocides. 2010 saw several REACH registration dossiers submitted by
Rio Tinto Minerals and the last year has been spent updating those dossiers whilst also
preparing for future registrations. Helen is Regulatory Affairs Manager EMEA, Rio Tinto
Minerals.

